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’Open End’ Forum
Starts Tonight at 8

’ SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
-CI.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1965

SJS President Robert D. Clark
sill be a participant in tonight’s
"Open End" forum at 8, in the
Faculty Cafeteria. Topic of discussion will be: "What is the educational system at San Jose State
No. 74. College preparing students for, it
anything?"
"It is most appropriate for students to question and be concerned
with the aims and effectiveness
of our educational program," the
college’s chief executive has pointed out in the past.
"We are aiming toward liberal
education coupled with pre-professional and semi - professional
training; the vital question is, are
we doing the job, and doing it
effectively," Dr. Clark added.
Joining the SJS president on the
panel will be Dr. Marvin E. Lee,
associate professor of economics;
Dr. Peter H. King, assistant professor of history; Dr. Richard G.
Tansey, professor of art; and two
students, James Shaw and Lawrence Gooding, both political
science majors.
Dr. Amnon Goldworth, assistant
professor of philosophy, and faculty coordinator for "Open End" will
act as moderator.
This will be the forum’s first

Tower Hall Reconstruction Due Sept. 30

7

Photo by Bob Hall
BEFORE DEMOLITIONStudents walked casually through the
Tower complex before its destruction began.

Six Cases Heard

Reconstruction of Tower Hall
is scheduled to begin Sept. 30,
"depending on construction delays," Executive Dean C. Grant
Burton said recently.
The tower and its complex
were condemned in April 1963
and closed at the time of Easter
vacation after they were declared "unsafe in the event of
a major earthquake."
The California State College
Board of Trustees has promised
that no building will be erected
on the site for "many, many
years." The quadrangle grounds
are to be landscaped into a
"park-like atmosphere where
students and faculty can relax
and meditate."
"Landscaping has been designed but not authorized yet"
Dean Burton said.
The private firm which submitted the landscaping design
Is Sassaki, Walker, Lakey Associates of San Francisco, in cooperation with the State Office
of Architecture and Construction.
Other developments concerning SJS’s plans for new construction are:
McQuarrie Hall, now being
erected on San Carlos Street
across from the Women’s Gym.
"The building will be ready by
next fallunless unanticipated
delays in construction arise,"
Dean Burton stated,

College-Produced
TV Series to Air
KNTV, Channel 11, will carry
the SJS-produced, television series,
"Perspective," tomorrow at 9 am.
The show’s title, "For the Record," refers to the record -keeping
problems and procedures of state
Jaw enforcement agencies.

Photo by Larry Bel,
RUINSToday, much of the area lies in ruins as workers continue their job of ripping the hall apart.

A-V Head Speaks in Senate
Join Dissent On New Teaching Aid Uses

major reason for borrowing
packets.
Two students cited the long lines
as reason for their offenses. The
remaining two students were
guilty of lending their packets
to friends.
Final recommendations of the
judiciary will be released through
the office of Dean Benz next week.

Flicks Feature
’Picnic’ Tonight
Friday Flicks will screen the
film presentation of "Picnic," the
poignant love story of two, somewhat star-crossed, lovers, tonight
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in TH55.
Kim Novak stars in the movie
with William Holden.
Friday Flicks is open to students
only and admission is 35 cents.
-

Rights

Twenty SJS students joined a
group of forty picketers in front
of the main San Jose Post Office
late last night. The students are
members of Friends of SNCC
(Student Nonviolent Co-ordinating
Committee).
Assemblyman William F. Stanton (D-San Jose), center of a recall controversy, will address the
demonstration at 10:30 tomorrow
morning.
The demonstration is a protest
against the alleged lack of Federal
action in the Mississippi and Alabama civil rights struggle.
SNCC spokesmen also revealed
last night that they plan to file
a protest with the FBI at its
office in the Post Office building
at 4 p.m. today.
The protest reportedly charges
the FBI with failure to insure the
Constitutional civil rights of Negroes seeking to register to vote
In Alabama.

By MARK THAYER
Richard B. Lewis, head of the
division of audio-visual services,
returned to San Jose yesterday
after making a visualized presentation to U.S. Senators and their
educational staff assistants on
the "Use of New Educational Media in the Schools."
SJS was one of only 20 major
schools in the U.S. asked to participate by the Department of
Audio-Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association
(NEA).
SEN. MORSE

Lewis was picked by the NEA
at the request of Sen. Wayne
Morse (D.-Ore.), whose subcommittee on education has heard
repeated testimony on "New Educational Media" and wanted to
see it demonstrated first hand.
Lewis used the fifth grade
Washington, D.C., class of Robert
Brown, educational consultant for
Encyclopedia Britannica films, as
his subjects while senators, administrators from the U.S. Office
of Education and the NEA looked
on in the Senate Auditorium.
The distinguished audience saw
the effect of teaching aids such
as 2x2 slides, motion pictures, tape
recordings, and film strips on the
vancement of Science, Sigma Xi fifth grade students.
and Phi Kappa Phi, national honPHOTO DISPLAY
orary society.

Harrington Receives
Associate Dean Post
Dr. Edward J. Harrington, professor of biology and science education at SJS, has been named
ad interim associate dean of the
college, President Robert D. Clark
announced.
Dr. Harrington, working under the direction of Dr. John
W. Gilbaugh, dean of the college,
will devote full time to curriculum
matters and will be responsible
for the development of the master
curriculum plan.
Dr. Harrington, member of the
SJS faculty since 1955, is a native
of Springfield, Mass. He received
his M.Ed. from Tufts University
and his Ph.D from Cornell University.
He is a member of the American
Society of Mammelogists, the
American Association for the Ad-

SJS was also represented by a
large photographic display prepared by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education in conjunction with Dr.
Gerald E. Kemp of the SJS A-V
Center and Mrs. Gaither Martin

Signup Ends Today
For Spartacamp ’65

DR. HARRINGTON
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Five To Speak
At Symposium

Students

Judiciary Reviews
Reg Packet Misuse Over
Members of the ASB Judiciary,
meeting for the first time this
semester, heard six cases involving
misuse of registration packets,
Wednesday in the College Union.
In every case, the students were
caught using another person’s
packet or lending their own packet.
Penalty recommendations for
similar offenses in the past have
been "requiring the offenders to
register last the following semester."
ANOTHER CASE
Another case involving packet
misuse will be heard Wednesday
at 2:30 in the College Union.
Bruce MacDonald. ASB attorney general, read the charges to
the judiciary, presided over by
Clifford Steele, chief justice.
The judiciary does not determine guilt but decides the degree
of involvement and recommends
what action is to be taken.
Student justices besides Steele
are Sharon Hedberg, Thomas
Morehouse, Stephen Thomas and
Einar Wetlesen. Dr. M. Ruth
Tiedeman, professor of psychology,
and Dr. Royce G. Jones, personnel
counselor, are faculty justices.
PRESENTATION
Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of
students, sits in on the presentation of the case In the students’
presence. He has final approval
of judicial recommendations, sinless probation, suspension or expulsion are recommended.
In these cases, only the college
president may make the final
decision.
In Wednesday’s cases, the necessity of getting certain classes
was given by two offenders as

*

; meeting of the semester. In the
’ past, the student-faculty activity
has drawn crowds of more than
350 on various discussion nights.
"Open End" is sponsored by Tau
Delta Phi, men’s national honorary
scholastic fraternity. Plans are set
for the forum to be held every
other Friday night this semester,
according to Richard Bailey, "Open
End" committee chairman.

Today is the last day for students to sign up for Spartacamp
’65 to be held at Asilomar, Monterey Peninsula, March 13-14.
Spartacamp committee members
and counselors will be stationed
in front of the book store and
cafeteria from 10 a.m.-2;30 p.m
today.

of the SJS Instructional Television Center.
There was an extensive display
of 8mm cartridge film is developed
by Kemp and the A-V staff of
the SJS Division of Education.
These 3-4 minute films teach
A-V techniques, engineering and
industrial arts.
The presentation was part of
the studies senators are making
in conjunction with the proposed
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
While in the Capital Lewis
talked with Representative Don
Edwards fa -Santa Clara Co.)
about pending education legislation.
Sen. Morse asked Lewis to convey his warmest personal greetings
to SJS President Robert D. Clark,
who served as president of the
University of Oregon prior to assuming his SJS post.

By SUSAN KANO
Concert Hall will be the scene
of a "meeting of the minds" for
the Sangha Club’s symposium,
"Approaches to Self," Saturday
and Sunday, 9a.m.-5 p.m.
Due to heavy demand for tickets
after the sale deadline yesterday,
the Sangha Club has arranged
for interested students to hear the
speeches in adjoining rooms in the
Music Building. Classroom public
address systems will be tuned on
to the speeches being given in
Concert Hall.
Tickets for hearing three speakers by this arrangement will be
sold at the door for $150 Per
person on Saturday and $1 on
Sunday to hear the final two
speakers.

symposium opens Saturday morning.
Following the opening remarks,
guest speaker Dr. Alan Watts will
talk on "Self-Discovery in the
Eastern Tradition"

FIVE SPEAKERS

SJS Police
To Impound
Stray Bikes

Five eminent speakers of varying backgrounds will explore the
nature of man’s possibilities for
self-experience and authenticity in
face of an increasingly impersonal
society.
Ronald W. Jue, coordinator of
the two-day event, reported yesterday that more than 500 participants are expected.
Besides SJS students and faculSJS security officers will begin
ty members, there will be people
coming from many areas of north- Impounding bicycles Monday, unless the vehicles are parked in
ern and southern California.
racks around the perimeter of
NO ADMITTANCE
the campus.
Jue urges participants to be at
Bicycles are banned from the
Concert Hall early because there campus under a California Vewill be no admittance after the hicle Code section which forbids
Program begins at 9 a.m.
cyclists to "drive, park, stop, or
According to Jue, SJS Pres, leave standing" their bicycles on
Robert D. Clark and Dr. George public campuses.
A. Muench, professor of psycholoThis regulation also applies to
gy and symposium chairman, will Seventh Street, where all bicycle
address the audience when the traffic even walkingis forbidden.
Officers explain that four persons were injured last year by
bicycles on the campus, leading
to strict enforcement of the bicyle
ban.
While pedaling on campus is
forbidden, Frank Schoff, head SJS
Security Officer, listed a few of
the Santa Clara Valley Engineer’s the more common two-wheel vioCouncil. John Akins, SCVEC presi- lations for which citations will
dent, will preside over the judging. be issued by San Jose police.
Norman 0. Gunderson, dean of
"All bicycles operated in San
the Engineering Division, will nar- Jose must be licensed by the city.
rate a special video-tape intro- A survey shows that about 83 per
duction to the open house. He will cent of SJS bikes are not," Officer
explain the purpose and history Schoff said.
of engineering at SJS.
Licenses cost $1 at any city
fire house, and may be purchased
week days from 4-6 p.m., or beSPU To Sponsor
tween 10 am. and 6 pm. on weekAnti -Draft Program
ends. License applicants must
The Student Peace Union (SPU) bring their bicycles and students
will sponsor an "End the Draft" under 21 must present a bill of
sale.
program today at 3:30 in TH55.
Bicycles must be ridden on the
Craig Young, 19, of Belmont,
and Fred Moore, 23, of Fillmore, right side of the street, and never
Calif., are touring the state on an on the sidewalk.
"Bikes are subject to the same
anti-draft caravan. They were invited to address the meeting by traffic regulations as automobiles,
and riders must obey signals,
Dale Spady, SPU chairman.
Young and Moore are members stop signs, etc.," Officer Schott
of the Committee for Nonviolent added.
Riding two on a hike is against
Action-West (CNVA-West), an organization which urges voluntary the law, and both riders may be
world-wide disarmament
cited.

Engineering Division
Continues Open House
Fifteen -hundred students, faculty members and community residents are expected to tour the
Engineering Building during the
division’s annual open house,
which continues today and tomorrow.
The event, held in conjunction
with National Engineering Week,
will feature 55 student projects
representing the material science,
aeronautics, industrial technology,
and chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical and industrial engineering departments.
Hours for the open house are
2 to 9 p.m., today and 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., tomorrow.
Student projects on display include an electronic slot machine,
which will demonstrate random
number selection, a demonstration
of fatigue of steel by stress reversal and a sound actuated strobe
with camera.
Student projects on display will
be judged tomorrow morning by

’SELF-REALIZATION’
Other spakers for the day will
be Dr. Arturo Fallico, professor of
philosophy, whose topic is "Man
as an Existential Portrait in
Time," and German - American
artist-professor Fritz Faiss, "SelfRealization Through Art."
On Sunday, Dr. Frederic Spiegelberg will talk about ’The Substantial Self and the Experience of
Transcendence," and Dr. Clark E.
Moustakas will explore "Dimensions of the Creative Life."
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Prof Better
Say Reports

Campus Issues Stir Up Thinking;
Commitments To Cause App;auded
Since the start of the school year last fall, there has been
an unprecedented increase in canipus political activity. The
Viet Nam crisis is only the most recent in a series of events
that have brought controversy to San Jose State.
Nt’e applaud those among us who, in an age of non-commitIsa%e committed themselves to ideas and causes which
the believe in. The politically oriented student always has
been important to the traditional function of higher education, and we hope that more students will take part in this
aspect of college life.
The student who devotes part of his time and energy to
political and si,cial causes is wise. Ile 111,4 .inly supplements
his academic experiences. but he also has a cluttsce to meet
und to deal with those real problems with which he must come
I, . terms after graduation.
P

Who’s To Blame?

College Cheating Increases
F.% er
,pladli of head I .1 - about Air Force Academy
cheating, the horrified public ha- hecome aware that perhaps
not all college testing is honest. \ v, "discoveries" of cheating
have been unearthed so many times lately that some schools
have decided to investigate further. UCLA, for instance, has
initiated student-faculty committees to check into the possibility of cheating on its campus.
School officials on many campuses have reacted to this
situation in the past by flunking, suspending or expelling the
guilty student for his foul play. But who is really to blame?
Because most professors grade on a class average of one
tv pe or another, each student is competing for a good grade.
With few exceptions, a college student will not refuse helpful
information be f ore a test tsuch as the test itself) if it is
available.
The fact that it is available may be the professor’s fault.
Faculty members who issue the same dog-eared exams year
after year are as much to blame for cheating as the student
who refers to a test-file or to friends and classmates its earlier
sections.
It is understandable that instructors want to get rid of their
homework in the fastest way possible. Flopping an answer key
on a standard multiple choice, true-false test is a good, quick
way of getting through. But not if the exam is stashed away
in several test-files around campus.
The professor who issues the same tests every year cannot
expect student good faith. It is the professor’s initiative to
make cheating impossible. There are several avenues available
and none require any sort of police-action.
For example, less emphasis may be placed on tests and
more on projects or outside papers. Nullifying the long, comprehensive final which must be graded quickly in order to
record final grades on time is a possible answer. The take-home
final is another alternative.
A few complacent professors have helped to create the college cheating problem; now it is within their power to help
curb it.

T.P.
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Thrust and Parry
Students Say ’Spardi’
Won’t Beautify SJS
Editor:
Ever since the dawn of civilization man has longed for a
source of inspiration. As a
source of inspiration man has
created a symbol and attached
a deep meaning. To that symbol
he dedicates himself and strives
to be faithful to it.
It is important for everybody
to have a symbol, for it can
achieve great things. The most
recent example of the symbol,
which played decisive role in
imparting enthusiasm to people
are the Nazi "swastika" and "V"
for victory of Allied Army.
True, we Spartans want to have
a symbol that would make its
feel like Spartans. A genuine
effort has been made by some
people to give Spartans a symbol, the "Spardi Statue." The
idea of statue was and is superb,
but the statue isn’t. The most

that this "statue" or ,.iild achieo e
is kill the enthusiasm of Spartans. Nothing could have been
uglier than this "Spardi." This
"Spardi" crosses all the limits of
shabbiness. We wish to have a
symbol and not a . . . ? The
"Spartan" that we had in mind
was one with a balanced body
not with heavy upper half and
stick-like legs. We wonder if
these weak legs would support
the rest of the body for a long
time.
To us it seemed like a man
walking out of the concentration camp but our friends disagreed and said it looked like a
sturdy Australian "Ostrich." In
any or either case, the "statue"
completely defeats the spirit and
the strength of real Spartans
and the meaning of a "statue."
We hope that sincere and conanced body and mind will try
their best to stop the uglification of our beautiful campus.
Amok E. Zavert _
A13154
Anil A. Desal
A12054
Romesh C. Ban
A12187
Kenny Yamamoto
A11814
11. ***********************

*
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FRIDAY
DANCING
Enjoy the relaxed style of ’4
The New Sounds
Music for listening and
dancing pleasure
Friday night.
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Dr. William H. Vatcher, professor of political science, has
improved slightly according to
medical reports from Stanford
Hospital in Palo Alto.
The professor was beaten seriously by an unknown assailant Jan. 9 in San Francisco. He
lay nearly one month in a coma.
Medical reports said Dr.
Vatcher is still unable to speak
or explain what happened to
him in San Francisco.
Nurses said his right side is
completely paralyzed, but that
he is partially conscious most of
the time and awake several hours
a day.
He is aware of his environment and can obey some commands, according to the doctors.
He has been able to touch his
nose with his hand and also has
touched other things within that
arm’s reach.
Further improvement is expected to come slowly and physicians are doubtful that he will
ever again lead a normal life because of the extensive brain
damage caused by his assailant
or assailants.
Vatcher was a world traveler,
oo artime aide to Admiral Chester
W. Nimitz and author of several
political books.

ASB Presidents
To Discuss Fees
At Sacramento
A busy agenda faces the California State College Student
Association
President’s
tCSCSPAi this weekend in Sacramento.
Topping the discussion items
will be a proposed tuition charge
for all students attending the
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Think About It’

Due to a money shortage to
maintain the present quality of
education in the state college
system, the Board of Trustees
may propose a tuition fee for all
students attending classes in the
system.
Presiding at the meeting will
be Bob Pisano, CSCSPA president and SJS student body president.
Other agenda items include
a review of the interim report
on health services, a proposed
life insurance plan for state
college students and discussion
of a possible talent pool among
the state college system.

"The God of Christians is not a God who is simply the
author of mathematical truths, or of the order of the
elements: that is the view of heathens and Epicureans.
He is not merely a God who exercises his providence
over the lives and fortunes of men, to bestow on those
who worship him a long and happy life ... But the God
of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob, the
God of Christians, is a God of love and comfort, a God
who fills the soul and heart of those whom he possesses,
a God who makes them conscious of their brokeness,
and his infinite mercy, who unifies himself and with their
inmost soul, who fills it with humility and joy, with confidence and love ..."
Blaise Pascal 1623-62

United Campus Christian Ministry
Presbyterian - Congregational - Disciples

ARTAN DAILY

Sunday Worship: 1100 a.m.
The Chapel of Reconciliation
Across from Men’s Dorms
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It you are, there’s a place for you on the Chance to show it in the Air Force. Your
work can put you and your country ahead.
Aerospace Teamthe U. S. Air Force.
No organization in the world gives young You can earn your commission at Air Force
a greater opportunity to do vital, Officer Training School, a three-month
responsible work.
course open to both men and women. To
For example, just a short while ago a 23- apply, you must be within 210 days of your
year-old Air Force lieutenant made a start- degree.
ling breakthrough In metallurgy. And a For more information, contact the Profesrecent All-America tackle is doing advanced sor of Air Science. It your campus has no
research in nuclear weapons. n
inn
see your local Air
If you have talent, you’ll have a ales Alr fOrCuAFROTC,
Force recruiter.
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"Your Cheating Heart"
"For Those Who Think
Young"
"Get Yourself A College

STUDENT RATE
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72 E. Santa Clara Street

295-8,611

Free Parking at Al’s & Earl’s

38 So. 3rd Street

Late for Class? We Will Park It for You
I
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Concerto Premieres Tonight

4

DR. GIBSON WALTERS, professor of music,
will conduct the Santa Clara Philharmonic
Orchestra tonight at Emil Buchser High School,
3000 Benton St., Santa Clara, at 8:30 p.m.

Music Fraternity
Sponsors Recital
Today--Concert Hall
S.

Presentation of the world premiere of Dean Esterbrook’s
"Short Piece for Quintet" will
be given Tuesday evening at
8:15 in Concert Hall sponsored
by music fraternity Phi Mu
Alpha.
The composition is based on a
twelve-tone "row" from which
the melodic and harmonic ideas
are developed.
The twelve-tone "row" consists of three sets of tour notes
each, used in different combinations.
Results of this technique is
music written within a framework which ,allows more freedom than the "classic" style
created by Schoenberg.
Although the framework is
more loosely constructed, it still
gives the composer a measure of
organization, according to
Charles E. Corr, Phi Mu Alpha
publicity chairman.
Selections horn Bach, Torelli,
Copland, Rossini, Telemann and
Schumann will be included in
the program.

SATURDAY
ONE NIGHT ONLY
DIXIELAND
with
"Hotlips" White
and
Thr "Awful -Five"
Sing a long fun
Ia

Clarinetist Clement J. Hutchinson, SJS assistant
professor of music, will perform Nielsen’s Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra, Op. 57.

Drama Dept. Features lysistratal
As First Spring Semester Production
in the College Theater at 8:15
p.m.
An adaptation, written by Dr.
Hal J. Todd, Drama Department
head, will be performed by a
predominantly female cast.
According to Dr. Todd, the
play was selected to complete
and balance the previously
scheduled SJS theater season.
"I found we needed a classic,
as opposed to a contemporary,
which would provide an abundance of roles for our talented
student actresses," he said.
By KENT slum’
"Lysistrata came readily to
One of the best movies remind as I had directed a staged
cently screened in the area is
reading of the play at Stan"The Bridge," presented at the
ford," he added.
Actors’ Repertory Theater at
The play, because. of its ribald
San Salvador and S. Market . reputation, has usually been
"The Bridge" deals with a
confined to the college classgroup of seven German schoolroom, Todd remarked. However,
boys, who, during the final desthe Gilbert Seldes’ adaptation
perate days of the Nazi collapse,
was lucid, tasteful and playable.
are hurriedly drafted and deBut this version was lacktailed to defend the bridge leading in the verve and rhythm
ing into their village.
apparent in some of the racier
By carefully presenting the
translations, while neatly avoidhome life of the boys, the film
ing the pitfalls of pornography,
wins audience sympathy. In the
he said.
last reel the monstrous events
In making an adaptation we
of war burst upon them; they
needed to meld these various
respond in their ill-fitting unielements with a style that
forms, with. their pathetic comcaptured the wit and perception
mitment to heroism and display
that was Aristophanes’ gift, Todd
their hopeless fragility.
continued.
The film captures the inAristophanes dealt with love
human fragments of war. Paras well as sex in his anti -war
ticularly the bazooka sequence
play, he remarked. As one of
in which one boy fires backthe girls in the cast suggested,
wards, by mistake, into the
"Why don’t we, in this day and
chest of a fellow villager.
age, use the same wearxins?"
Happily, "The Bridge" avoids
the sentimentality toward death
"And why not? The question
and the ideological ha tred
is, will the North Viet NallleSe
cooperate," ’rum answered.
toward the enemy that smother
so effectively the true horror of
Tickets are now on sale at
war in most American films.
the College Theater Box Office.

Clarinetist Clement J. Hutchinson, assistant professor or
music at SJS, will present th..
West Coast premiere of the C011
certo for Clarinet and Orchestra,
Op. 57, tonight at 8:30 p.m.
Santa Clara Philharmonic Orchestra will accompany Hutchinson on the concerto in Emil
Buchser High School auditorium,
3000 Benton St., Santa Clara.
Directing the orchestra will be
Dr. Gibson Walters, SJS professor of music.
The concerto is one of five
which Danish composer Carl
Nielsen planned for instruments
of the wind quintet. However,
Nielsen died in 1928 after writing only the flute and clarinet
concerto.
An eminent clarinet soloist in
Hollywood told Hutchiason he
would not attempt the work because it is too big an undertaking. Hutchinson commented that
there is enough material in the
concerto for a symphony.
Free to the public, the concerto will open witn "Camecly"
by Emanuel Leplin, contemporary California composer. Also
scheduled on the program will
be Dvorak’s Symphony in E
minor ("From the New World").
Nielsen’s composition depicts
the character of a particular
Danish clarinetist who was
warm natured but quick tempered. The clarinetist’s sudden
bursts of anger are set off in the
concerto by the snare drum.

Aristophanes’ classic comedy
"Lysistrata" has been chosen as
the first spring production of
the SJS Drama Department to
be presented March 5, 6, 10-13,

a
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By SHERRY BROWN
Fine Arts Editor
An apathetic campus community will be given another chance
to rise above its indifference and to become intellectually stimulated
with the advent of the Seventh Street Poetry Forum at I p.m. today.
It will be asked perhaps to walk a little way off the everyday
route, or perhaps to take a little time from the stagnant, stultifying
day’s routine.
in concert
Another attempt to create a so-called "intellectually active
plus
atmosphere," so characteristic of its university sister to the north,
will be made.
This will be an opportunity for the complainants and belittlers
of this campus to absorb some of that rare mist, perhaps even
give that mist a chance to spread.
Will those who are interested
only in one cultural area step
Friday, March 5
out to receive the benefits of
8:30 p.m.
this event?
San Jose Civic
Will those who rage about
non-attendance at drama proAuditorium
ductions, music productions, art.
Tickets on sale at:
presentation, English readings,
San Jose Box Office
speeches, lectures, book talks,
40 W. San Carlos
etc., be present to accept whatSan Jose, 295-0888
PURITAN OIL CO.
ever offerings might be had?
Prices $3.75, $3.00, $2.00
Who will be there to share
4th & William - 6th & Keyes
Maii
with other students and faculty,
10:th & Taylor - 13th & Julian
those works of recognized literary greatness?
The Poetry Forum is not an
isolated case. The same sad fact
applies to all events on this
campus dealing with the arts.
The problem is overall. Those
who rage the loudest are guilty
of hypocrisy, because they do
not regard the campus as a
whole, but as certain sections
azoo
FIRST AT SAN CARLOS
zgn
only--their own.

The
Chad Mitchell
Trio
Godfrey
Cambridge

Joe & Eddie

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN
SAN JOSE

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

ELECTRONIC PARTS

Guest
Review

HI-Fl

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 81212

-

Student Bowling
Ay

Afternoons 3 games $1.00
cors-Evenings 40c
16 Clean Alleys

Billiards Parlor
Pool -Snooker $1 per hour

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.

294-7800
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(South Bay & Dot Records)
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SALOON
AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
UM SO. 111

aMGaa7u50SOC11011
tux. SA NISI
mr, xo Wool 41.444 S.1A

HOWARD
SUMMER
TOURS
EUROPE

3 DAYS

$1599

SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS
England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Italy and Franca -a con.
tinental vacation encompassing exciting and traditional highlights of Europe, with many fascinating "off the
beaten path" excursions. Jet roundtrip
frnm Now Ynrk, meals, sightseeing,
oo-o,ry tour services.

SOUTH AMERICA
43 DAYS,ter only $1699
SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS
Panama, Colombia, Ecuador, Fara,
Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil
, - Andean highlands, the lost cities of
the Inca, Iguessu falls, and Brasilia,
a great educational and adventurous
experience. Air roundtrip from Maw,
very best hotels, meals, sightseeing,
. evening activities, social functions,
, and special events; plus all essential
tour murices.
,

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAMS
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Present Their Latest Single
ii

I,

HOWARD TOURS

’.4

,:. The Moonracers :,..o:.:..
0

!

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
Montgomery Ward’s expansion program creates outstanding opportunities
For young men to build a successful and secure career. In the western
region alone, we plan to open more than 53 new full -line department stores
during the next six years.
We provide intensive formalized training combined with planned job experience. Advancement is based on careful evaluation of actual job performance. We want men who are anxious to assume respoosibility, and who have
a real desire to work their way to the top in their chosen field.
Opportunities exist for graduates from almost every scholastic field of
study. Openings are always available for men interested in Store Manage
ment, Accounting, and Credit Management.
For further information, take this advertisement to your College Placement
Office or to your nearest Montgomery Ward store.
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Available soon in all Bay Area
record stores.

t

* See them tonight at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium
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APPLY
Mrs. Margaret Erickson
360 E. Reed St.
San Jose, California
Tel. 292-7303

74’
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ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
personnel representative is scheduled to conduct interviews on your
Friday, March 5. Contact your placement office immediately
for an appointment. Find out exactly what we have to offer.

Our

campus on

Personal Mgt., Larry Mitchell

KLIV Rddio, S. J. 293-8030
,ZitInBnalaMnfinlicaTIBtal

FOR THE
SMART COLLEGE
WARDROBE iT’S

MADRAS BERMUDAS
6.00 to 9.00
s
own Bermudas in Madras!
We have them in 100% cotton, hand
woven: with front zip and belt, $7-$9.
Without belt, $6. Sizes 5 IS. Oh yes,
they are guaranteed to bleed, too!
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOPS. SECOND FLOOR

-..
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SHOP HALES TONIGHT UNTIL 9 P.M.
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Friday. Feb. 26, 1965 .

,e1MtriVilerWets , 4sPART AN f) i 1 V
s:
ToOit through
March 7

Roger Miller
’’King

or thi. Hoar

"Dangine
"Chug- .% -Lug"

4010044
DINNERYPANCING
(SAFARI
Room
STORY WHITE RIK
259- 2.962.

, Mermen Lose Meet.,
:s. Face Fresno, There

::
The Spartan ni e r inc ll meet
.: Fresno State and the University of
California, Santa Ha r ha r a, at
0
,s
,.

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
end
Corseges
for .11
Occasions
Cr 2-0462

0th

Santa Clara

udo Team Travels to Berkeley

By NOLAND ZIECHNIEISTER
The Spartan judoists travel to
Berkeley High School Saturday to
Fiestio State in a double ducil participate in a judo promotional
tourney, sponsored by the Central
’ meet, Saturday at 2 p.m.
1 "We should beat Fresno State, Coast Judo Black Belt Associabut whether or not we will beat tion. Starting time is 5 p.m.
Santa Barbara. is anyone’s guess.
Represented in the tourney will
UCSB has the strongest team they be SJS, Cal, and numerous Bey
Spartan
head
said
had,"
ever
have
Area judo clubs.
.4v.im coach, Tom O’Neill,
A Spartan victory was the order
The Spartababes meet the Palo of the day as coach lush Uchida’s
\ Ito Athletic Club, IPAAC1 here, judo team successfully defended its
,.,night at 7:30. PAAC’s Russ Kid- championship in the Northern
der, one of the Bay Area’s top California Collegiate Brown Belt
printers is the man to "watch Championships NCCBBC), held
according to O’Neill.
in MG207. Saturday afternoon.
Victory flew in on decisive wings
The aquababes lost a close one
Wednesday afternoon, 48-47, to as SJS stomped its two nearest
Merritt Junior College, Oakland. competitors, Cal and Napa Junior
Outstanding Spartan performer, College, who tied for second place.
was Steve Iloberg, who took the 29-6.
Spartans walked away with all
I 200 yard individual medley, 2:11.5,
the medley butterfly, 55.2, and the three places in the heavyweight
500 yard free style in 5:17.7, tying division, with first place going to
the old SJS pool record, and set- I Richard Peasley, Frank Niendorif
I garnering second, and Nash Conting a new freshman record.
. kle placing third.
Commenting on the afternoon’s
activities, couch Uchida said that
the tournament, "gave us a chance
to see in action, some of the competition we will he facing from

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

other colleges and universities."
Concerning the team’s performance, Uchida said he felt that despite the good showing the Spartans made. "we were not its sharp
us we usually are, probably he
cause this was our first tom,
since semester break."
Continuing their weekend v
ning streak, Spartan judokas 11)1.
opponents right and left in
Parlier invitational Sunday, 1., tier, Calif.
Results were as follows: Richard
Peasely threw three men. Brow.,
belt Joe Yabumoto threw two opponents. Black belt, Larry Dobashi
won his match, and Bill Horbaly
threw one opponent in his brown
belt match. Black belt, James Pennington fought to a draw, and
black belt Howard Fish was victorious .
Black belt Bill Knabke won one.
Sole loser was blackbelt Kay Yamasaki, who lost his match to
1964 grand national high school
judo champion Richard Mendes of
Washington Union High School,
Fresno.
The Spartan blackbelts entered
the tourney representing the Central Coast Judo Black Belt Association.

339 S. 1st St.
CT 7-4653

rOlzEitN CAR SETilliCE
-

* Imported Pilots
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks

a very persuasive fragranc e for men
Cologne, Alter Shave, Talc,Dcudorant,Soap Bar,GiftSels

CarylRichards,NewYork

Expert repairing for
All Makes and ?Models

"The lkos did extremely ksill," black belts as the Central Coast
said coach Uchida. "We garnered Judo Black Belt Association, de30 of the possible 44 points. The feated Central California, 44-40:’

56416.09’d

Sadiged
It is said USF is the second best team on the west coast. It is
also said Sun Jose State is just an average basketball team.
If a spectator had viewed the two teams for the first time at
any of their matches in San Jose during the past few years, however,
it is unlikely he would agree with the "experts’" appraisal.
Two years ago SJS playing most of the second half with four
guards and a forward after center Harry Edwards had fouled out,
won by one point. Last year USF won by one point. This year the
Dons won by three points in the WCAC tournament and by one
point last week.
Last week’s game was typical of the aforementioned three. The
Dons were outhustled, outreboundecl, and scored their lowest point
total of the season.
011ie Johnson’s eight rebounds was his lowest production of the
season, Joe Ellis, who took seven shots, and Erwin Mueller who look
six, had their fewest combined attempts of the season.
On paper it should have been no contest. USF’s front lire of
Ellis, Mueller, and Johnson was legarded as having no peers wirier
the boards.
But where was big Erwin that game? He was always a step
behind, S. T. Saffold drove past him at will, he was screened out
constantly, and appeared bewildered by the Spartans’ zone press.
011ie Johnson, who hit five shots in five attempts from three
feet away in the first half, was forced by the zone press to move
(Continued on Pere 5)
MENLO PLAYERS GUILD

Evangel
Book Store

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

"SUMMER
AND
SMOKE"

Brakes
Tune-ups
General Repairs
Carbs
Engines
Transmissions
STUDENTS: 10. OFF WITH A.S.B. CARD!

Your Store
for

All Foreign and Sport Cars

Friday and Saturday

180 S. Market St.

February 19, 20, 26, 27,
May 5, 6, 12, 13
at 8:30 P.M.

Across From Park

286-1100

INTERVARSITY SUPPLIES
RELIGIOUS RECORDS
BIBLES
PRAYER BOOKS
RELIGIOUS GIFTS

Students $1.00
BURGESS THEATER

* Barnes Lk Noble
College Outline Series

96 S. 2nd St.

Menlo Park Civic Center
Res. 323-9785, 321-3664

292-2353

rearmseaerememede

THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

WORSHIP TODAY

arrtpuJ

AT THE CHURCH
OF YOUR CHOICE

leetigiou3
SPARTAN TRI-C

Otticie

3rd & San Antonio
9:45 a.m. SeminarBarry Keiser
"The Age of Tomorrow"

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

11

Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
2 blocks from sch zol
College discussion group: 9:45
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404
Two Mid -Week Lenten Services, Wednesday, 6:45, 8 p.m.
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; B. Danms, Vicar - 294-7033

.7i,1/ Covenant Church
Coe & Riverside
Covenant Collegians moot at 9:45 a.m.
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
Conege twilit Fellowship 8:30 p.nt.
Services: 11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Arvid Carlson, Pastor

...7hc Church

Sunday Services according to the following traditions:
8:00 a.m.Episcopal (Holy Communion
9:30 a.m.Lutheran
11:00 a.m.Traditions of Presbyterian
Disciples of Christ and
United Church of Christ
Holy Communion 6:30 a.m.
LENTEN SERVICES: Ash Wednesday
Daily services: 7, 8:45 a.m., 5 p.m.
300 south

Tenths ( %cross from Men’s Dorms)

Phone: 298-0201

09e3u3

College Dept. - First Baptist Church

Roger Williams Fellowship

"Reflections on the

Wesley
Foundation

Marriage State"

(Methodist Student
Center)

The Ron Greens,
Henry Jensens, Earl Vaughan,

441 South 10th
Street
6:00 p.m..... Supper
40c
Program
Worship

7:00 p.m
8:00 p.m

Program
"Yew Concepts of Missions"

8:45, 11:00 and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service

Worship Sunday
First
Santa Clara 5 0th
9:30 & 11:00 .m.

Rev. George L. Collins
George "Shorty" Collins Ada M. Atari
Baptist Collage Chaplain
Pastor

St. Paul’s
10th at San Salvador
9:30 & 11:00 cm.

of

riil

oMatier-2)ay Saints
FRIDAY LECTURE SERIES
Today - 12:30

Catholic Student Center

Daily Mass . . . 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center

EVERYONE INVITED

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
10th at San Fernando

NEWMAN CENTER
79 So. 5th St.

Speaker: Horace J. Ritchie
President of S. I. Stake
Topic: The rehire N’obralv Krwr,.

Paul R. Searle, Director

Series: Dere/opment of Christian 7’hought

6 P.m. Selmer 50e
630 p.m. Mooting
at
Grace Baptist Church
Baptist Convention
484 East San Fernando

Services

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER

5:45 p.m., Evening Forum

297-7600

Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
Newman Club President: Don Berti

29S.11771

Cagers Top Lions;
Face Pepperdine
0

S. T. SaitoId enjoys playing
against Loyola.
The 6-4 forward scored 28 in
the Spartans’ loss to Loyola Feb.
5, and scored 27, hitting 12-16
from the field in the 67-62 win
over the Lions last night.
SJS plays host to the Pepperdine Waves tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
the Spartan Gym. Pepperdine, led
by Roland Betts and Nate Bender, has won three of its last
four games, and defeated SJS
71-56 in their last meeting.
If USF defeats the UOP Tigers
tonight, SJS will be in a tie for
second place with UOP. Thus,
SJS would be playing its most important game of the season when
the Tigers visit the Men’s Gym
Tuesday.
SJS led Loyola 25-22 at halftime as both teams had difficulty
getting a shot attempt and SJS
had only two free throw attempts
during a seven minute span, Saffold intercepted the ball twice,
stole it once, and knocked the ball
out of bounds twice.
Loyola attempted a zone in
the second half, and Ron Labetich
was left alone at the top of the
key. The Spartans picked it apart,
jumping to a 14 point lead, but

The varsity gymnasts will compete in their last dual meets of
the season when they travel to
Chico State and Sacramento State
this weekend.
The Spartans, who have won six
and lost six this season, will play
host to the NCAA Western Regionals on March 12 and 13.
The members of the team traveling to Chico and Sacramento
are Rich Chew, Ed Puccinelii,
Kalmon Malls, Jeff Milman, Jeff
Wolfe, and Tim McCarthy, and
Jim Cyr.

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN StudentsU.S. Citizens
NEEDING NOMINAL FINANCIAL HELP TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION THIS
ACADEMIC YEAR AND THEN COMMENCE
WORK COSIGNERS REQUIRED
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO

-

STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
ST PAUL I. MINN.
A NONPROFIT
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

00-611 ENDICOTT BLDG.

CORP
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OLDEST REC’ODD
13UTTE, Mont. (IA) -- Th,’
a test thoroughbred world see ,,I 15 the three furlong mark
5 at :33,2 by Atoka here on
:’pt. 7, 1906. Over a straight
. ourse, however, King Rhymer
team members were declared iii- i was timed in :32 flat at Santa
eligible for academic reasons.
Anita on Feb. 27, 1957
The Foothill team which is capable of defeating most collett,
teams includes Max Lowe and Bui,
Study in
Cantera who have leaped 6-11 and
Guadalajara, Mexico
6-9 respectively.
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
"It we are going to beat any- fully accredited Unisrsity of Arizona
body this season," said Smith,
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford Wirer.
we have to defeat Foothill."
The Spartababe team features sity. University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer June 28 to
George Weed, a 9:7 two miler, Walt
Aug. 7, art, folklore, geography, hisChannels, a 1:52 half miler, and tory, language and literature courses.
the "surprise of the season," John Tuition, board and room is $us.
Banbury.
Write Prof. Juan B. Reel,
Banbury’s 36.8 time in the 352
P.O. Box 7227, Stanford, Calif.
yard dash in the Interclass Meet
is equivalent to a 46.8 440. His 17.2
time in the 180 is equivalent to a
21.2 220.
"Our level of competition is
friendly, but intense," said Smith.
"A performer is as good as his
competition in practice, thus it is
fortunate we can practice with the
Every business exists to fulvarsity."
fill a need. We at the "Awful"
hope
to fulfill the needs of the
Clint
NEW YORK (UPI)
older, more mature college stuCourtney became the first catcher
dent, and the young professionto wear glasses when he went be- al person with inexpensive fun
and entertainment.
hind the plate for the Yankees
Dancing is featured Thursday
in 1951.
and Friday nights, Our Thursday band features the rock and
roll rhythm demanded for this
traditional college "stomp"
night.
Friday night music is designed for a more relaxed, ha tenable as well as danceable
enjoyment the perfect setting for an evening with a date,
after-show beer and pizza, or
lust plain release of T.G.I.E.
tension.
Saturday night, the traditional hand-clapping, foot -stomping,
sing-a-long sounds of the "Awful Five." A don’t miss group
for good fun and enjoyment.
As always, ladies without escorts cordially invited.
Ski Boots
Why not drop out soon and
see for yourself why "The AwAfter Ski Boots
ful"
is fast becoming San Jose’s
Parkas
traditional fun spot?
Sweaters

Spartan Field will be the site
of the country’s first outdoor track
meet when the Santa Clara Youth
Village competes with the SJS
cindermen tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
The Spartababes play host to
Foothill College, one of the best
junior college track teams in the
U.S. tomorrow at 12:15.
Roger Werne, who leaped 15-5%
at the Interclass Meet last week,
will face Spartan alumunus Jeff
Chase who has cleared 16 ft.
Wayne Herman and Tom Smith
will meet Spartan alumnus Bob
Poynter who has run 9.4 in the

sprints.
RECORD BREAKERTom Tuite, who broke his own meet record
in the 11/2 mile event at the Interclass Meet last week, will face
former Spartan All-Americans Jeff Fishback and Gene Gurule
in the two mile tomorrow. "Tuite," said Spartan spike coach,
Bud Winter, "looks exceptionally strong for this stage of the
season. Gurule and Fishback have faced some of the best competition in the world, but Tuite is capable of giving them the
race of their lives."

Lester Bond who has cleared
50 ft. in the triple jump, faces
Todd Gaskill, a 51 ft. jumper, in
the triple jump.
Mike Gibeau in the half mile
and Joe Neff in the mile both
will face stiff competition, but are
expected to place high.
Bob Akers, who placed in th,
NCAA discus last year, was credited with a 170 ft. toss in practice
a few days ago.
(Continued from Page 4)
Spartababe coach Mery Smith
away from the offensive basket in the second half. Consequently, his is encouraged because none of the
first two second half shots, both from 15 foot range, missed the
basket entirely. Omnipresent Joe Ellis, however, is another story.
Ellis had few shot attempts, but Don guards Huey Thomas and Russ
Gumina, who frequently lost their poise during the zone press,
always had the assurance that Ellis was there to help bring the ball
down court.
Ellis’ long arms, superb timing, and catlike reactions, forced
his defensive assignment, Pete Newell to hurry several of his shots.
With the exception of Ellis, however, most of the Dons were
outplayed.
Ron Labetich, either stole the ball or intercepted a pass from
every starting Don player.
One of the spectators was Pete Newell Sr.. coach of the University of California at Berkeley’s NCAA basketball champions,
coach of the 1960 Olympic basketball team, and current athletic
director at Cal, and former USF coach who guided them to the
Metal Skis
NIT championship in 1949.
Wooden Skis
Basketball fans who noticed his presence must have recalled
Poles
the 1959 season when Cal won the NCAA without having one player
Toboggans
make the first string all coast team.
Ski Covers
Ski Pants
Newell must have been proud of his former colleague SJS coach
Stu Inman. USF, which has scored over 100 points in several games
_
, this year, was so befuddled by the
Spartan defense, best in the U.S. I
440 S. Ct inchester Ave., San Jose
Fly to Europe
And Pizza Emporium
last year, that they were held to I
Across front Winchester Mt,sterv House
this summer on
53 points.
Flatlet Metter, \tanager Open Mon., Tlisirm.,.Fri., 10 a.m.-9 pt.
12860 So. lit I Mi. So. Fairground
1.11., SUL. 10 11.111..5 :30 p.tit
Phone 211-0880
The question arises, what could
low group rates
I Near Hillsdale Ave. Phone BA 7-8390
, Inman do with USF’s material.
via
Newell Sr., when finally given
some All-Americans to coach in
A regularly scheduled
the 1960 Olympics, had little
flight
trouble.
Open only to S.J.S.C.
Of course, Newell’s team of OsIt has everything! A brand new short-sleeved styling. In 1000/o washcar Robertson, Jerry West, Terry
faculty, students,
Dischinger, Jerry Lucas, Walt
able cotton fleece. Great colors: Yellow, blue, linen, olive. white & red.
employees.
Bellamy, Bob Boozer, and others
Right now and right through surf season. Sizes S to XL.
was a fair collection of players.
Approximately June 16
But
would
Inman,
who
recruits
to Sept. 8
the "thinking" ball player, one
capable of playing an integral
Call CY 3-3992
role in his system, be content with
Only a few seats left
people like Erwin Mueller, always
a step behind?

AWFUL
NOTICE

Simburg’s Sidelines

Spring
Ski

SALE

20-40% Off

Wmterland Ski Center

AWFUL-AWFUL
SALOON

V-NECK SWEATSHIRT
5.95

But just what lot he soon forgot.
Then he remembered the way to a happy end,
Spartan Classifieds . . . Dog’s Best Friend.
itastraararasztraotrs

discover the difference
in the

965 Chevrolets
Impala sups: Spoil Coupe

CHEVROLET Redecorate your driveway
Park out front, at least for a while, and let the neighbors enjoy that sleek Impala Super Sport styling.
After all, you have everything else to yourself: the
luxurious Super Sport interior with its cushy bucket

seats, center console and carpeting; the smooth and
easy Chevrolet ride; and Chevrolet power, starting with
our famous 140-hp Turbo-Thrift 230 Six. This ’65
Chevrolet’s a home improvement if you ever saw one.

CHEVELLE Looks, luxury and lots more
The looks you ean see. The luxury that’s a Malibu
Super Sport ,you can imagine: bucket seats, full

¶’cn

For Opening Meet

1

A dog buried a hone in a vacant lot,

1

H

1

committed several ball control
errors against Loyola’s desperation press, and led only 65-62 with
25 seconds left.
Pete Newell and Frank Tarrantts again scored well, hitting
12 and 14 respectively.
The Spartababes deteated Hamilton Air Force Base 96-68, as
both had 154 combined field goal
attempts. Keith Erickson led the
scoring with 23 points.
In tomorrow’s preliminary game
at 6 p.m. the Spartababes will
meet the Spartan "nut squad"
consisting of the varsity reserves.

Gymnastic Final

ii

hv

ly

Malibu Super Sport Coups

’carpeting, patterned vinyls and eight interior color
achemee. The rest, you’d better sample for yourself.

CORVAIR Everything’s
new but the idea
The idea still is, make Corvair
the sportiest low-priced air
this side of the Atlantic. So
look: suave new continental
styling, even better handling,
same rear-engined traction.
Drivingis fun. Try it.

Drive something really new discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer’s

Chevrolet atevelle (Jietylt. Corvair Convite

San Antonio Center, Mt. View

Valley Fair, San Jose

Friday. Feb.

O-RPARTAN DAILY
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gaiety Care
Low, low prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision
SULLIVAN

B EAUTY COLLEGE
295.9516

374 South First St.

NOW OPEN in the United Stotts and
37 foreign countries - Europe, Asia,
the Caribbean and South America.
Some are high paying, some or.
all are worthwhile summer
jobs for college students ... THE
KIND OF WORK YOU ENJOY.
OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE, Resorts.
dude ranches, park concessions, rno
rels, summer camps, government,
industry, internationel youth organ
irations, schange programs, etc.
Those positions and more aro listed
rho 1965 EDITION of th GUIDE TO
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT I now in its
fourth year ’ For the best in summer
ohs, order yours today.

Mail coupon NOM
The BEST JOBS are taken early.
NATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES INSTITUTE
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT DIVISION
1750 Pennsylvania Ave., NM., Washington, Dr.
Gentlemen, Please rush GUIDE TO SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Check I , M.O.
Enclosed 1. 52 (.1 Cash
Name (print)

I
I
I
I

Spartaguide
TODAY:
International Student Organisation, 330 p.m., cafeteria rooms A
11001. ai.d 1-tilfriatol It
1;101’04.111 Members Lauf proves. e !nem hers urged to attend.
Chevs Club. 2:30 p.m.. 1117. Regular meeting.
Spartan (Morel, 7 p.m., Women’s Gym. Sports night.
International Student Center,
8 p.m., 285 S. Market St. Program
features square dancing. All interested urged to attend.
Babel Club, 8 p.m., 231 E. San
Fernando St., Apt. 12.
TOMORROW:
Spartan Chi. 7 p.m., Jay McCabe Ball, Chinese New Year’s
Festival, dinner, dance and entertainment. Tickets available at
door.
SUNDAY:
Tri-C Club, 9:45 a.m. seminar:
5:45 p.m. evening forum, Third

....-

I

Street
r’ity
I scnte

School

DAILY CLASSIFIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

and San Antonio Streets.
Roger Williams Fellowship, 630
p.m.. 10th and San Fernan
Street ,, R.t,el "Reflection,: WI I I..
Mil ITiLigEt Slate."

Lost and Found
Dept. Moves

RCA Hi Fl console. Jacks for
corder hookup. Excellent buy. i.
279.9186. $50.
SKI EQUIPMENT (Snow) - Must sell.
C
286.6043.
CHEST OF DRAWERS, $15; Lambte’ta
r.
r )30. 286.6226.
FOR SALE - Telefunken Hi Fl, stereo
rail.. console, 5 band radio. Polished
mahogany cabinet. Made in Germany.
good cond. $80. Call after 4. 286.8712.
SEWING MACHINE-Good conditl,
$25. After 5:30 p.m. 294-7591.
BICYCLE-26 Schwinn 3 speed t
Gaed rendition. 2934502.
SKIS: KNEISS/RED STAR; Norio.’ bout
err. cord. $110 or best utter. 13.,b
1:sideman, 744 9276. 9-10 pro.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
SUMMER SESSION ABROAD 1965
University of San FranciscoGuadalajara,
Mex. July 4.Aug. 7. $255 includes tuition.
board and room, and activities. Valencia.
Spain, June 25 ;Aug. 18. Several plans to
fit individual requirements from $630 in
eluding tuition. board & room, and ac
fivities. Round trip by let. New York
Madrid -Valencia. Palma de Mallorca
Spain, June 26.Aug. 20. Several plan,
from $695 including tuition. board &
room, activities and round trip by let’
New York -Madrid Palma. Information.
Dr. G. Maiques, San Jor.e State College
Bldg. N. Rm. 6C.
WHS, i
DENNIS HALL, ’64 glo..1
yell leader at Cal State. Hayward.
WANTED-Rats fur ecperanentJ1 study
Call Jan, 294 7165.
REWARD FOR INFORMATION
to recovery /-1 Hunda S. rambler stoic,
8th & San Fernar.do last Fri. morn. between 7 30 a.ri I ’20 pmm,. 243 5117.

1953 FORD, new motor, work car. $100
293-7610. Call about 5:00 P.M.
’62 VW-31,000 mi., gm. X cond. R&H.
’65 tags. $1195. CY 5-4374,
CHEV. IMPALA - Auto, pow. steer.
iro & brakes. Very clean. Make offer.
1018 E. WashInoton St.. S. J.
762 OLDS CUTLASS - 3 sp. hydro..
R&H. EA. cond. 293.9456 after 6:30.
TR 359 - Wire wheels. $825. Call 297
9511.
’57 PLYMOUTH 4 dr.. R/H, new trans.
Gd. cond. $300. UN 7-4830.
CH 3.7623
1951 MG-TO - $325
’61 VW - Exc. cond. Special interior.
Blaupunkt trans..radio. Bc. seats. Many
ertras. One owner. Going to Europe.
$1000. Call after 4. 286-8712.
’63 YAMAHA YO 3 (250 cc), 2,700
mi. Fiber:1a, saddlebags. $350. 294L414. Li. 7:22. Jack Gifford.
56 FORD-cond.. overhauled mtg..
R&H. Rork 2 dr. hardtop. 286.1718.
$25u.
’58 CHEV. IMP. CONY, 348 AT, PS
WW RPttf. New rugs. 140 So. 19th.
286.4363.
’61 KARMAN GHIA with ’64 motor &
extras. See AA, 0 NeIll. Men’s P.E.
FOR SALE - 55 Plymouth excel. cond.
8285: 59 Chrysler. $750. Days-CY 7k573. eves. AN 4.5061.
’60 SPRITE, R&1-1 hardtop rack. enrol.
.
4 passenger. A
TRIUMPH
r 2725.
:
St a .
stl. ’65 lic.,
’62 PLY. VALIANT,
’ 423.5789.
an. cond. Low e
Excellent
’58 CHEV 4 do’
ccnd. $550. CY 2 32
MG ’64 - 1100 . 4 dr., R&H. $1,525
or trade equity. 241-3806.
’63 MORRIS COOPER - Contact Karl
S,hroen. Call 293.5931.
FOR SALE 131
STD. TYPEWRITERS - Smith & Rem
$30 ea. 26" Schwinn bike, $12. CY 7
611;9.

5120-8140 - Mod. furn., V4 mi. campus
2 bdrms., elect, kit., ref., crpts.. drps.
Pool, garden setting. Mr. Olson, 294.
7398.
FURN. APTS. $59.50 up. Wtr., elec.
garb. pd. 1 blk. 5.1 State. Keys Apt. No
2. 171 E. San Salvador. Wilson, Realtor,
377-7394,
ANN DARUNG APARTMENTS
$85 & up. I & 2 bdrms., (urn. & unfurn
Drps. & crph. Washing fac. 6 heated
pools. Near shopping center. Wtr., qbg
Pd. 33rd & Marburg Way. 258-0654.
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
1 & 2 bdrms., furs. & unfurn. 8100 up
7 heated pools, w.w. cpts. & drapes
Prior, patios. Wash, mach., wtr., gbg
pd. E. Julian, N. 20th Street. 294-5233
2 FEMALE roommates wanted. Unapp
apt. 460 So. 4th. No. 5294.7185.
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
-Men. Best food in town. New apt.
units. Linen & maid senor. Kit. & laund.
lea 3 TV’s. 122 N. 8th, CY 5-9504.
$20 wk.
TWO BEDROOM apt. turn. Large all
elect. kit. apts. & drapes. Laund. fac..
wtr. & gbg pd. 143 N. 8th. 293.6345.
430 MONTH - Clean rooms, 1/2 block
SJS. Kitchen. liv, rm., showers. No lease
nec. Utils. pd. 292-1327.
2 BR. APT. near SJS, w/pool, $100 per
mo. & up. Call 297.8877 or 286-5398.
ROOMS W/KITCHEN privileges, $150
a sem. 146 S. 10th, 295-9412.
SPLIT-LEVEL 2 bdrm. (urn., $160. 446
So. Ilth, 258-8945.
ROOM - Men, $35. Kitchen Priv. 2862704. 115 S. 14th St. 5 p.m. or wkends
MEN’S ROOM & BOARD - Delicious
meals. 7 days a week. $75 mo. 295.7220.
NEW 2 bedrm. fore. apt. 546 S. 5th.
Call 294-3810. $160.
COTTAGE-TYPE apartment for married
cozples. Redec. 560 So. 7th. $105. 292.
0492.
1, 2, 3, or 4 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm
house 2 blks, from campus. Unapp. $33
mo. Wat. & garbage pd. Parking in
bad.. 369 F. William. 293-0769

equipmentskil s.

CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent. Of
anything,
announce
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Deily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,

CHECK
CLASSIFICATION:

Minimum
Two DINtS On. the TINOS DUNN Fly, DONS
OM time 50c a tins 2Se a line 20e a Nee

3 linos

$1.00
1.50

$1.50
2.25

3.00

4 linos

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 linos

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

2 linos

Add this
amount for
each addl.
bona! tine

$2.00

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

0 Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)

o
o Lost
0

and Found (6)

Personals

(7)

O Services (8)
13 Transportation (9)
Address

17Mos--.

(No of days) Enclose B---

Rue ad
nuee

)111i

VEAL PATTIES

handy order blank. Enclose
Sand In
cash or check. Make check out tc
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Est. 2465

-

69 lb.

29/2
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Mrs. Margaret Erickson
360 E. Reed St.
San Jose, California
Tele, 292-7303
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Converse
All Star Oxford
Blue, White or Black

’9.95

International students from four
local colleges are invited to sign
up for a tour of San Francisco
on Saturday, March 27.
Interested students may call
Myron Kropp, 285 S. Market St.,
298-4868, or sign up at the International Student Center, by Friday, March 19.

It is sometimes claimed that Christians are so other-worldly that
they are no earthly good. Christianity is supposed to emphasise the
life after death at the expense of the life here and now. This, Christianity is often pictured as handy device welcomed by the rich
and powerful to maintain the status quo.

This picture of Christianity is in flat contradiction to the life
and teachings of Jesus Christ and of His apostles as they wrote of
them in the Bible. When Christ called men not to be anxious for
the necessities of this life but to seek first the Kingdom of God and
His righteousness, He was not setting this value of a h
ly king.
dom in the future over against the needs of this present life. He
was issuing a call to His followers, in all that they did, to live consistently with the rule of God over their lines, and to seek to express
through their lives the righteousness of God Himself.

50

SPORTS CENTER
E244 So. 2nd

San Jose
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HELD OVER 3rd WEEK !
PLEASE BE PROMPT!

comEma.

Complete shows 7:00 & 9:30 P.M.
"Seance" at
7:20 & 9:50 P.M.

552 So [lessons - 29$.7238

"Best actress of the
year" N.Y. flint critics

50

KIM STANLEY AND
RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
V,9i)

sEAt4cE
ordll WET

_

AFTERNOON
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The Christian is called to be concerned not only with that re.
ligious element which runs through our civilisation, but with the basic
application of Christianity and the relevancy of Jesus Christ to that
civilisation in its entirety. In no other way can the Christian live up
to the call of Jesus Christ to be
light to the world end salt el
the earth.

HELD OVER 3rd WEEK!
Exclusive Engagement!

Social concern is shared in common between Christianity and
humanism. But wh
humanism can find no higher source or goal
than man himself, Christianity finds the source of its strength and
the goal of its labors in the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Social needs were met by Jesus Christ with a perfection not
matched before or after by any other men or orgenizetion of men.
Is not knowing Him the place Co start? Think about it.

Joseph E Levine
Wale
Marcella

Contemporary Christians on Campus
.
Box 11791, Palo Alto
immummumffiniummonommiiiimun
intoilionomonammommoomommuili

White

or

’9.95

=

Son Francisco Tour

Christianity:
Defender of the Status Quo?

If is claimed that men forced by the rich and powerful to lire
in poverty and deprivation are told by Christianity to be concerned
with their earthly lot, but to b willing to be content with little
money, bad homes, poor food, shabby clothing, insufficient educe lion, social prejudice, all in the hope of pie in the sky bye and by..
This is the caricature of Christianity which Communism feeds upon,
and insofar as if rep.
Cs prostitution of Christianity, rightly so.

4

Minors To Apply
For Scholarships

---12

5

Swim Exemption
Test for Women

Education Majors,

One of the great results of coming to God through Jesus Christ
is a vital social consciousness. The Golden Rule is a principle for
social relations. It is true that the basic responsibility of the church
is to lead men to Jesus Christ, but this responsibility cannot be met
if each individual Christian is not fundamentally concerned about
the needs of the whole man and of the society in which he lives.

=
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Dr. Brown, who received his
Ph.D. from the university of Chicago in 1947, has been with SJS
since 1933. Dr. Thornton earned
his Ph.D. at Stanford University
in 1941 and joined the SJS faculty
In 195g

The Swimming Exemption Te,i
for women students will be given
Tuesday, Wednestiay, and Tuesday, March 9, from 4:35 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. in the Women’s Pool.
The test involves a five minute
swim. The student must demon’,trate her ability to do two of
the five basic strokes, one of which
’must not be on the back, according to Dr. Lois Kruger, swimming
chairman.
Suits and towels will be proOne or more scholarships of $100
vided. Students taking the swimor more are available to assist
ming test must provide swimming
worthy students in the study of
caps and soap, Dr. Kruger added.
Science Education and Natural
Science, Dr. Arnold G. April.
garth, professor of science edto:
cation, announced today.
ORIGINAL SUPAMER STUDY TOUR TO
To qualify, students must has..
been enrolled at SJS for at least
one semester. Applicants should be
teaching majors or minors in Ele56 DAYS, only $549, plus $9 tax
Earn sia university credits while inlaying
mentary or Secondary Science.
the summer in beautiful Hawaii with the
nationally popular Howard Tour - the
Applications for the scholarship
program in which you live in" and InJoY
are available from the Dean of
not lust see the Islands - the
tour In which you personally participate
Students office.
in the very best of island livmg, not lost
hear about it Includes let raundtrip from
Califorma, residence, and many dinners,
parties,shows.cruises.sightseeing,beach
ectniales, and cultural events, pus NW
tow services.
AMY

MON D.k k
Metropolitan L I f e Insurance
Company: Masters in business.
Positions in sales and sales management. Citizenship not required.
Male only. Work in U.S.
California Pacidng Corporation:
positions in the business training
program: accounting, business administration, finance, economics
or liberal arts majors. Marketing
training program: marketing, business administration, liberal arts
majors.
Green Giant Company: marketing, business administration, liberal arts majors. Positions as sales
trainee, to have orientation in
Minneapolis marketing division office and be assigned to work with
a food broker. Citizenship required. Male only. Work in U.S.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation:
metallurgical, mechanical, Industrial, electrical, civil engineers or
other technical graduates. Chi-,
zenship required. Male only. Work
on Pacific Coast.
Baxter LaboratoHes, Inc.: business administration, science, liberal arts majors. Position as medical service representative. Citizenship required. Male only.

Plenty of FREE PARKING

E_

entrant,.

examinations.

Job Interviews

29i-9131

Wholesale to Frets, Sororities and Boarding Houses

..-__

ill .1101 ili.
and uses of the college

HAWAII

HAMBURGER, Ground Beef 8942 lbs.

ff.
g
0--f-

’l’rtoj SJS fttl0cialiuti pl’utesholh
have written a book on California
colleges. The book, Going to School
in California, was released last
week by Fearon Publishers, Inc.
in San Francisco.
The co-authors, Dr. James W.
Brown, dean of the graduate division of the Education Department,
and Dr. James W. Thornton, explain the structure of higher education in California and the admission requirements for the University of California, state colleges, junior colleges, and private
colleges and universities in the
state.
The book, primarily designed to
aid high school students in selecting a college, also covers discussions of the personal costs of

HOWARD TOURS

BONELESS BEEF STEW

-.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
MWF 9:30-3:30
T-Th 10:30-3:30

I it..

RIB LAMB CHOPS

---1-

WANTED from Los Gatos. After
noon classes daily. 354.7056.
RIDE WANTED-5,15-Sante Cruz. MWF
Call 475.9701. After 5:00,
FORM MOTOR POOL from Mt. View.
Blossom Plaza Area. 968.2410.
WANTED: To form or loin car pool from
Palo Alto area. 7:30 MTWF. Call Ron,
327-5642.

lilt

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

LOST: Brown glasses. Reward.
298-1856. Ask for Klika.

RIDER

Wednesday or Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Information on the tutorial program may be obtained from SCTA
president Sheila McGann, at 2863770, or the SCTA office, ED325.
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. daily

4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

MAN’S WEDDING BAND LOST. Silver
with gold trim. 258-2992. Ask for Dan.

TRANSPORTATION 19)

and

STATE MEAT MARKET

=,- _

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey, 286.5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc
Pica electric. 243-6313.
RENT A TV
$10 a month. Call Esche ..._... 251-2598
TYPING - All kinds. Reasonable. Pickup and delivery. CY 4.3772, 9-6.
TV’s FOR RENT - Special student rates
$8.00 per month. Call 377-2935 after 4
p.m.
TYPING - IBM electric. Script or Elite
248.6056. Mrs. Patterson,
HANDMADE SANDALS, 745 S. 11th.
297.0351.
TYPING
Punctuation, grammar and
spelling errors corrected. 286-5944.
IRONING -- Good work. Low rater
Call 290.3107. nfler 3:30.

Monday

C011449r

LOST: New Lady’s Bulova Watch. Yellow Gold. $5 reward. 295-5028.

TYPING-All kinds. IBM elec1ric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577,

work

already

Tenth St. Pharmacy

MARRIED COUPLES - Unfurn. 1 & 2
bdrm. apts. Elect. kit., apts., drps., wash.
facil., cvd. pkinq. 580-$100. 1273 Pedro
St. 298-5041.

SERVICES 181

to

have

Lipsticks
1.10
Matching Nail Satin
.75
Iridescent Natural Nail Satin . .95

1 BDRM. (house) turn. $85 per mo. 2
b’
in college. 286-3322 or 269-9149

WANTED - Yearbooks from Fremont
H S "Pathfinder-. 159 or ’60 or small
portions. Terry, 294-3975.

signed

students

ty Max 3ador

FURN. HOUSE - Newly dec., mod. 2
4 or 5. Tile bath & shower.
SJS. $150. Wtigbg pd.
:0 5legume
(51.
ume 499 So. 7th
rt,
-SOUTH VALLEY APARTMENTS
7
’)ta ttO. loin. $12S. Ma orb,.
.
,- shddren
Owsley Aye
-I Story all McLaughlin. 29
I blk

PERSONALS (71

pils with arithmetic, spelling and

3 wild new honey perfect shades to
warm your lips and fingertips, The
shades are honey coral, natural honey
and sweet honey pink.

SKI - Easter break, anytime, S. Shore
Tahoe. 2 cabins-sleeps 8 each. 3234735. TO 1-2782, or 366-3355.

Phone

The Student California Teachers
Association ISCTA I is sponsoring
the program designed to help pu-

Honey Is Spring

QUIET upstairs rm. in home (lady). $35
mo. 297-6079.

LOST AND FOUND i’61

campus.

Thirty

NEED 1 girl to share house. 485 So. 9th.
.;,7-5721.

NEED 4th GIRL for lqe. unappr. apt.
Well (urn. $41.25 Ino. Pool. 286-1233.
SHARE RENTAL-550467.50 ea Quiet!
Deluxe 2 bdr. Tropical setting. 20 c 40
ors& w board. Laund. 10 mi. from school.
258-1100 & 258-2636.
STUDENT TO LIVE-IN in exchange for
child supervision. On bus line. Call after
7 p.m. Santa Clara. AX 6-1939.
MALE, upper diy., to share house
same. See Frank 167 E. William
GORDON HALL CONTRACI-f-o,
B
295.9633.
CONTRACT FOR SALE - Grace Hall
$11,
, ror 530.
r.
EXCLUSIVE APTS. or rent. 2 bdrm. w
2 bultis. I bur, w’l bath. Block frorm
college. 460 So, 4th. Apt. 7, Mgr.
LARGE - 3 room, I -bedrrn. apt. Store.
, dryer. $75. 625 S. 11th. 297-0484.
CLEAN QUIET MOD. APT.- CY 81Sr L..
So. 9th St.

tutor the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades at schools near the SJS

reading.

in improving their roatling skills are requested to sign up with the Remedial Services Area secretary
in ED237.
The prOgrilM is open to any
mstutdeentls wishding to use
school materials
reading
in improving

5861N8,
M’S CONTRACT FOR SALE -lind Hall.
Urs.ounl. Dave.
HASHER wanted morning and evening
9113
297
195.7210.
- -2 for lunch and dinner NEED 2 GIRLS
HASHERS
i.. unappr. apt. on
Call 294 6294 or come to 397 So. 1 I th
HOUSING IS)

prefer-

hundred students,

ably from the education department, are needed immediately to

Reading Signup

r

AUTOMOTIVE 12

One

depart Campu. In :11111
went has been moved from the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
to the campus security office on
the Seventh Street side of the
multi -story parking garage. The
office is open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.. Monday through Friday.

Spartan Daily Classified

ray Schools Two Profs Author Book
Need 100 SJS On California’s Colleges
Student Tutors

WRITTEN A.

,M,FILCTED El’,’ BRYAN POMPOM

No Admission After Start of Feature!
PLUS: "KINGS OF THE WILD SURF" - IN COLOR

IF CM
.11r

.
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1433 THE ALAMEDA

Short Subjects
6:30, 8:30, 10:30
"MARRIAGE"
6:45, 8:45, 10:45

You have never seen it before!

-

Loren Mastrolanni
Delica’s

Marriage
Italian

m imbues Pictures imam

Style

Cdor
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"SUPER MARKET"
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